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Abstract
The global use of smart phone devices has increased dramatically during the past decade.
The popularity of these devices has also grown as a result of the increase in processing power,
large storage capacity and large memory. As a result, smartphones retain huge amounts of
personal and private business data. Thus, they have become targets of criminals. They were
found to be involved in criminal activities especially cybercrime. These devices are often seized
as part of a criminal investigation, and this has led to the need to obtain data on these devices,
therefore smartphone data have become potential evidence in criminal cases.
The importance of information held/treated by the smartphones has led to the urgent need
for the digital forensic capability of smartphones. The primary goal of digital forensics is to
identify digital information and capture all possible evidence in the device, including call logs,
phonebook data, text messages, etc.
In this thesis, we proposed a new model for data acquisition from smartphones operated
by android. The proposed model has two techniques, manual and logical technique.
The experiments were conducted on several files of different types for different
applications to prove the validity of the proposed model. The required data were obtained from
these files such as contacts and text messages as well as files of some social networking
applications such as Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp.
Keywords:
Android, Smartphones, Mobile devices, Forensics, Android forensics, Data acquisition,
Evidence analysis, Digital forensics, Mobile forensics, Digital Forensics Tools.
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الملخص
اصداد االسرخذاً اىؼاىٍَ ألخهضج اىهىاذف اىزمُح تشنو مثُش خاله اىؼقذ اىَاضٍ ،اصدادخ شؼثُح
هزٓ األخهضج أَضا ّرُدح ىضَادج اىطاقح اىَؼاىدح وسؼح اىرخضَِ اىنثُشج واىزامشج اىنثُشج .وّرُدح
ىزىل ،ذحرفظ اىهىاذف اىزمُح تنَُاخ هائيح ٍِ تُاّاخ األػَاه اىشخصُح واىخاصح .وتاىراىٍ ،
فقذ أصثحد أهذافا ىيَدشٍُِ .ووخذوا أّهٌ ٍرىسطىُ فٍ أّشطح إخشاٍُح ال سَُا اىدشََح
اىسُثشاُّح .غاىثا ً ٍا َرٌ ضثظ هزٓ األخهضج مدضء ٍِ ذحقُق خْائٍ  ،وقذ أدي رىل إىً اىحاخح
إىً اىحصىه ػيً تُاّاخ حىه هزٓ األخهضج .وهنزا أصثحد تُاّاخ اىهاذف اىزمٍ أدىح ٍحرَيح
فٍ اىقضاَا اىدْائُح.
أهَُح اىَؼيىٍاخ اىرٍ ذحرفظ /ذرؼاٍو تها هزٓ اىهىاذف اىزمُح ادخ اىً اىحاخح اىَيحح
ىىخىد اٍناُّح ذىفُش اىذالئو اىشقَُح ىيهىاذف اىزمُح .اىهذف األساسٍ ٍِ اىطة اىششػٍ
اىشقٍَ هى ذحذَذ اىَؼيىٍاخ اىشقَُح واىرقاط خَُغ األدىح اىََنْح فٍ اىدهاص  ،تَا فٍ رىل
سدالخ اىَناىَاخ  ،وتُاّاخ دفرش اىهاذف  ،واىشسائو اىْصُح ،وٍا إىً رىل.
فٍ هزٓ اىشساىح قَْا ترصٌَُ َّىرج ىيحصىه ػيً اىثُاّاخ ٍِ اىهىاذف اىزمُح اىرٍ ذؼَو تْظاً
االّذسوَذَ ،حرىٌ هزا اىَْىرج ػيً آىُرُِ ،آىُح َذوَح وآىُح ٍْطقُح.
ذٌ إخشاء اىرداسب ػيً ػذج ٍيفاخ تاّىاع ٍخريفح ىرطثُقاخ ٍخريفح إلثثاخ صالحُح
اىَْىرج اىَقرشذ ،وذٌ اىحصىه ػيً اىثُاّاخ واىْرائح اىَطيىتح ٍِ هزٓ اىَيفاخ ٍثو خهاخ
االذصاه واىشسائو اىْصُح تاإلضافح إىً ٍيفاخ تؼض ذطثُقاخ اىشثناخ االخرَاػُح ٍثو
ٍاسْدش اىفُسثىك و اىىاذس اب.
الكلماث المفخاحيت:
االّذسوَذ  ،اىهىاذف اىزمُح  ،األخهضج اىْقاىح  ،اىطة اىششػٍ  ،اىطة اىششػٍ ىألّذسوَذ  ،اىحصىه
ػيً اىثُاّاخ  ،ذحيُو األدىح  ،اىطة اىششػٍ اىشقٍَ  ،اىطة اىششػٍ ىيَحَىه  ،أدواخ اىطة اىششػٍ
اىشقَُح.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, the mobile device is a necessity because every person performs his daily
activities using the mobile device. The smartphone is the most common mobile device for many
people. We use it to make calls, send SMS, web browsing, find places of interests, map
navigation, image and video capture, entertainment (e.g. gaming and lifestyle), business and
economic transactions (e.g., internet banking), take notes, create and view documents, etc. The
increased reliance on the smartphone for the interest of manufacturers in increasing the
capability of these devices to do the functions of the person to the fullest [1].
Smartphones are rich source of information, so they are subject to criminal activities (for
example, malware and phishing), smartphone‟s owner becomes susceptible to fraud and
extortion. In addition, the smartphone may be evidence of a physical crime or may contain
evidence.
Due to the large number of people using smartphones, there is a growing potential
cybercrime. Therefore, digital forensic technology for smartphones has become a prerequisite for
forensic analysts and security professionals. Investigators have found that smartphones are now a
potentially important source of digital evidence in criminal investigations.
In the past, digital forensics has often been used to describe the process of criminal
investigation of crimes where the computer is a material evidence. Digital forensics were used to
describe the crime in which the computer was used as a weapon to carry out criminal activities or
the computer itself was the victim of the crime. Currently, the digital device is not limited to
"computer". The digital device today includes computer, mobile phone, tablet, or other electronic
device. The forensic process does not depend on the type of used digital device; the investigation
process is the same for all types of digital devices. The survey process consists of three stages:
data acquisition, which involves obtaining data from the device if in the case of sound and in
case of damage, a mirror image of the device that is used to retrieve the data is produced. The
next stage is the analysis of the data collected for evidence collection [2].
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The last phase is a preservation that includes the retention of data and evidence collected in a
safe case which can be used extra to provide evidence in the court of law.
In this thesis, we proposed a new model for data acquisition from smartphones operated
by android, the model has not been used before. Up to our knowledge, no similar model is
proposed for data acquisition for android smartphone.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to presents the statement of the problem, the research
objectives, the significance of the research, the scope and limitations of the research, and thesis
structure.

1.1 Statement of the Problem
Today, smartphones have become a treasure trove of information that has made them
vulnerable to cybercrime. The digital forensic science must be seen, which in turn examines all
the means and possibilities available to detect the reality of cybercrime on smartphones. Digital
forensics for smartphones is still new in our country. In our research, we are trying to find a way
to get the information that leads to the truth and uncover the threads of cybercrime.
Thus, the main aim of the research is to get data from smartphone and whether or not this
data is related to a cybercrime. These data may be contacts, text messages, or even messages via
social networking applications. In other words, the proposed model is to study data collection
from smartphone and then data processing to acquisition related data, and then submit the final
report.
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1.2 Objectives
1.2.1 Main Objective
The main objective of this research is proposed method to get data by using digital
forensics techniques as manual and logical technique. In addition, data collection as manual
technique and data processing as logical technique.

1.2.2 Specific Objectives

-

Find a way to access data from smartphone, knowing that this data is not available
to everyone.

-

Using proposed method to acquisition data.

-

Check for an evidence.

1.3 Significance of the Study
The importance of this thesis comes from using the new proposed model. Up to our
knowledge the proposed model has not been used. Moreover, we believe that this research
will open the horizons for new research in this area, which is new in our country.
It is true that the field of digital forensics needs the possibilities that governments need to
provide. As far as possible, we have proposed this model for data acquisition, first by
connecting the smartphone to the computer and then taking the power to access data. This was
a process of collecting data and then storing the data on the computer to deal with it through a
tool developed to access the evidence that existed within the file and finally generate the final
report to the specialists.
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1.4 Scope and limitations of the research
We proposed a model to get data from the smartphones, but the difficulty was limited to
the application on phones operated by Android, one of the most faced difficulties is the
Smartphone's run operate on different operating systems. Moreover, data access is not as easy as
we needed to use other tools to do the so-called root to take permission and access data. The
process of digital forensics as a process is complex and requires the provision of a full
laboratory that includes the equipment and software necessary to complete the process.

1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of six chapters,
Chapter 2, presents a theoretical background of digital forensics and smartphones, and the
theory needed for thesis work.
Chapter 3, includes related work of digital forensics and smartphones, and highlights
the differences between digital forensics tools.
Chapter 4, presents the proposed model for mobile forensics.
Chapter 5, presents experimental results and analysis.
Chapter 6, we draw the conclusion and summarize the thesis and suggests future work.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical and Technical Foundation

Chapter 2
Theoretical and Technical Foundation
In this chapter, we will present theoretical and technical foundation of digital forensics,
mobile forensics, smartphones, android system, In addition to present the challenges and difficulties
facing the digital forensics for the smartphone.

2.1 Digital forensics
In essence, forensic science is often referred to as the collection and examination of an
event or crime information. With technological advances, forensic science has evolved to a large
extent. Criminal investigations often rely on evidence collected by officials, often in digital form.
This process is known to analyze digital information for investigation in the name of digital
forensics. According to the National Security Database (NSD), digital forensics is a branch of
forensic science that deals with the retrieval and investigation of materials found in digital
devices [3].
The author of [4] defined Digital forensics as a science that deals with the discovery,
documentation, and interpretation of digital evidence found in electronic devices, often in
accordance with computer crime. The main objective is to restore digital evidence and preserve it
to its original form, where it can be used to support a legal issue. There is a wide variety of
digital evidence sources, including personal computers, servers, laptops, hard drives, flash
drives, smartphones, and networks [3].
Digital forensics began mainly with the first period the administrator decided to
determine/ investigate the unauthorized transactions that occurred and by whom in his system.
In the past, digital forensics was often used to describe the process of criminal
investigation of crimes that are mostly computer related. Digital forensics was used to describe
the crime in which the computer was used as a weapon. To carry out criminal activities or
computer was a victim of crime. But at present, the digital device is not limited to "computer".
The digital device today includes a computer, mobile phone, tablet, or other electronic devices
[5].
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2.1.1 Digital Forensics Disciplines
Digital forensics is divided into sub-disciplines as given below:

2.1.1.1 Computer Forensics:
Computer forensic is a branch of digital forensic science related to evidence in
computers and digital storage media. The aim of computer forensics is to examine digital
media in a forensically sound manner with the aim of identifying, preserving, retrieving,
analyzing and presenting facts and opinions about digital information [46].

2.1.1.2 Mobile Forensics
Mobile phone forensics is a type of electronic data which gathering for legal
evidence purposes [6]. In this thesis, the mobile forensics is our concern.

2.1.1.3 Memory Forensics
Memory forensics is the forensic analysis of a computer's memory dump. Its
primary application is an investigation of advanced computer attacks which are stealthy
enough to avoid leaving data on the computer's hard drive. Consequently, the memory
must be analyzed for forensic information [8].

2.1.1.4 Network Forensics
Network forensics is a sub-branch of digital forensics relating to the monitoring
and analysis of computer network traffic for the purposes of information gathering, legal
evidence, or intrusion detection. Unlike other areas of digital forensics, network
investigations deal with volatile and dynamic information [47].

2.1.1.5 Malware Forensics
Digital Forensics of malware has become increasingly important as the cybercrime
community destroys commercial, technical and financial institutions. Cybercrime can be a
threat to both government and private institutions. Malware is a frequently used tool for a
cybercriminal that proves things like Trojans, worms to the infected device. The only way
organizations that handle sensitive information to defend corporate and client data are to
respond to malware quickly and accurately [48].
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2.1.1.6 Operating System Forensics
Operating system forensic is the process of retrieving useful information from the
Operating System (OS) of the computer or mobile device in question. The purpose of
collecting this information is to obtain empirical evidence against the perpetrator [49].
Smartphone‟s crime is increasing, and cybercrime is now moving into mobile phones, so it
had to be mobile forensics. In general, the process of digital forensics investigation goes through
several stages to access the digital evidence or in other words to check the digital evidence and
ensure its safety, and these stages in order are as follows: a collection, examination, analysis, and
reporting as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The Process of digital forensics [23]
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1. Collection: The evidence is collected and the image is taken.
2. Examination: The method is chosen to examine the evidence.
3. Analysis: The analysis stage is to obtain results from digital evidence according to the
information required of the judicial authorities.
4. Reporting: the reporting stage is the preparation of documents to be submitted to the
judicial authorities [23].

2.2 Mobile Forensics
Mobile forensics is a branch of digital forensics related to the recovery of digital evidence
from mobile devices. In our study, we will call the term Mobile forensics on digital forensics for
smartphones. In particular, mobile forensics also consist of basic steps as shown in Figure 2.2:

Figure 2. 2: The processing steps for mobile forensics [17]
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2.2.1 Mobile Forensics Steps:
2.2.1.1 Preparation
The most important stage in digital forensic is the preparation stage because it is the preinvestigation stage and includes an understanding of the nature of the case. Create an
investigation team in addition to forensic laboratory and first responder toolkit along with the
necessary forensic workstation that can help obtain evidence at the crime scene. Another
important factor is briefing the situation. Team members should be familiar with the different
types of configurations for the hardware and software in the case. After analyzing the initial
situation of the case a systematic strategy to conduct an investigation of the situation is taken
into account legal constraints [27].
2.2.1.2 Handling Evidence & Secure the Evidence
All evidence must be handled in accordance with the strategy mentioned at the beginning of
the investigation. A series of nursery models must be maintained to ensure the integrity of the
evidence. An important step is to isolate the device from the network. Also, the need for any
traditional forensic procedures should be kept in mind. The crime scene should be isolated from
persons not wanted at the crime scene because the integrity of the evidence can be guaranteed if
there is no unauthorized access to the crime scene [63].
2.2.1.3 Data Acquisition
Data acquisition depends on the nature of the investigation. As described above, local
acquisitions have many advantages, but cannot be fully used in each case. Remote acquisition
methods also take contradictory more resources. To deal with the issues, it is recommended to
use both local and remote methods according to case status. The type of acquisitions can be
manual, logical, file system, physical, and partial. Data acquisition for mobile devices for
power-off devices is different for devices [64].
• For operating devices, first, get the machine's manual. Second, remove the memory cards and
remove them from the device, if any. Make sure to keep the mobile phone power for checking.
Also get the internal memory of the device. Non-volatile evidence can be obtained.
• For power on devices, the most important step is to disconnect the network from the device.
Keep the device strong. Remove the memory card from the device, if any. Finally, close the
device. The collection of volatile evidence requires the ability of the mobile device.
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2.2.1.4 Documentation
The process of documentation is one of the most important steps in the process of digital
criminal investigation as it must be present at every step. We must document every step to
prove the evidence. Documents should include the following [27];
• Legal authority letter.
• Period of custody of evidence.
• Photographs and manual documents for visual and digital evidence.
• Information about the mobile device is obtained from the owner.
• All files investigated should be documented as if they were delivered to any other
examiner.
• Formulate a strategy for implementing the investigation.
• Report on results.
2.2.1.5 Preservation
This phase deals with packing, marking the concept of evidence. The transfer and storage of
evidence are covered at this stage. The appropriate procedure should be followed to ensure the
integrity of the collected evidence. All evidence collected should be marked according to the
procedure and packed in evidence bags. For portable devices, bags must be static-proof and
radio stations. So that digital evidence cannot be changed with radio waves and electric field.
As electronic devices, humidity and temperature can have a negative impact on devices, so
special arrangements may be needed to avoid environmental impacts. The transfer of evidence
must be secure to ensure integrity. When accessing a forensic laboratory, evidence should be
placed in safe containers while maintaining the form of the attachment chain. The container
must be secured from unauthorized access [27].
2.2.1.6 Examination and Analysis
This phase covers the examination of collected evidence. Before examining the evidence,
additional copies of the evidence must be made. The purpose of the scan is to make the
evidence visible. Format the data as well as order the data for analysis. Filter data, keywords
specific search key and validation are specialties.
This stage: Detection and recovery are also part of this phase. The selection of appropriate
forensic tools is important at this stage. The analysis is a step can be described as a technical
review of the data or evidence that has been examined. Rebuilding the crime scene is part of the
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analysis step. The recreation of the crime scene involves obtaining information from fragments
of recovered evidence. Timeframe analysis is an important task at this stage because when the
case is brought to court, the time frame of the crime has a significant impact on governance.
Preparing a comprehensive report at the end of the examination and analysis is the final step
[63].
2.2.1.7 Presentation
The presentation is an important stage in any criminal case because the court's decision
depends on it. The report prepared on the case is submitted at the end of the examination and
analysis to the court or in case of internal investigation of the company before the company
management. The court may release the offender if the evidence is not properly substantiated.
The report must be flexible enough because it can be challenged in court (it seems incorrect).
The supporting documentation should, therefore, be complete at the time of submission of the
case [27].
2.2.1.8 Review
The final stage is the review stage. This stage is especially for the investigator. The review
phase provides an opportunity to improve both experience and analytical skills. All the steps
previously followed are analyzed at this stage and the peer review is performed for
investigation. This leads to an effective and easy access to criminals [17].

2.2.2 Mobile Forensics Challenges
There are many challenges facing the Digital Forensics of the smartphone and we
mention them as follows:

2.2.2.1

The Smartphone is not Just a Smartphone
Vendors and operating systems differ greatly, especially with Android, even at varying

intervals between iOS and BlackBerry users. Forty versions of iOS are commercially available,
featuring six different iPhones, five iPads and five iPods. Unlike iPhone users, it is unusual for
Android users to upgrade their operating systems. It is absolutely irreparable to upgrade from
any version [15].
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2.2.2.2

Data Protection: passwords and encryption
Information storage will not differ from one device to another and from OS to OS, but

devices may be protected with a passcode or encrypted. Obviously, it's easy to extract
information from a reasonable phone without a passcode. The Mobile Information Extraction
Tool should be able to detect direct passcode for all devices. By following the code extraction
method, it will be possible to extract and rewrite all information with protected files. Android
devices can be automated. Not like iPhones, they usually use an often-evolving style lock.
Bypass style lock is perfectly. A physical classification or extraction system, decoded, can
provide the appropriate pattern or Personal Identification Number (PIN) code to lock the device.
Alternatively, if the decryption is not supported within the extraction tool, it must be capable of
engraving the PIN lock. After the material extraction, the use of a classification system must
utilize the pattern lock and Android Debug Bridge (ADB) mode is executable. However, not all
physical extractions for each robot are supported for decryption. This is the result of chips and
computers that vary from device to device, and this affects whether the rhetoric tool will rebuild
the rating system or not [15].

2.2.2.3

Telephone "burner" prepaid
Prepaid phones are intertwined several times and are still intertwined in execution in

particular. This cannot be enabled as a result of the disabled information port on these devices.
Vendors do not build APIs for devices - the traditional mode through this square measurement
of the logical system and the classification system is complete - available to developers of
industrial debugging tools. Extraction of the rating system has the dual advantage of creating
additional data - including some readily available deleted data. However, as a result of
extracting information only from the allocated home on the device memory, it is still restricted
in certain ways[15].

2.2.2.4

There is no Application for it
Applications that are not simply accessible for the iPhone or the automaton, but with

other vendors such as Samsung, Nokia, and LG - as well as mobile operators such as T-Mobile
and retailers such as Amazon - are another challenge. The tools of rhetoric for mobile
applications have barely begun in the past year, covering only standard applications above all.
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IOS apps are in sandbox mode, so all app information will be in its specified folder. However,
this can be incorrect. Some application information will be minimized using a logical or
descriptive system extraction. However, access to application information through physical
extraction means that confidential writing. To decode the application information, the mobile
rhetoric tool must be ready to rebuild the rating system. This can be a difficult way because of
the way that Flash file systems are implemented: designed to avoid deleting sessions, keeping
deleted information in the device's memory. However, once the Flash rating system is reestablished, it's possible to start secretly writing content with sites, Bluetooth devices, device
information and cookies, application status, network history, and so on [15].

2.2.2.5

Accurate data, legitimate safety
The boot loader box measure is currently thinking about the methodology of extracting

physical particles sound above all. While it performs the loading of part of the code on the
device, this occurs before the access of the rhetorical tool to any information of the evidence.
Boot devices have additional benefits of being generic and applicable to entire device families not specific devices. And they change access to unallocated areas to extract completely correct.
In some golem devices, however, the use of the boot loader is not supported, and it will be
necessary to briefly root the device for physical extraction. There is no abbreviated root for
good modification permissions or different information on the device. Instead, it provides
access to the software system in order for the examiner to change the ADB error correction and
from there, shoot the nonvolatile storage of the device to obtain full physical extraction. After
this method, when the device is dropped, the device will no longer be frozen [15].

2.2.2.6

Some Intelligent Extraction Operations are still not supported
What happens when the smartphone is shut down and not supported by speech tools?

Become a flasher box, JTAG, or knock off-chip methods necessary. All three physical
extraction change - logical examination cannot be performed on the associated device is not an
accredited associate degree. However, this ability may be restricted even. For example, although
it is possible to use the chip method on an iPhone colleague's degree installed with an imaginary
passcode, the information will be encrypted and therefore cannot be used too much. In fact,
good phone forensics is that the results of years of analysis by many pros, both industrial and
freelance. This analysis differs from the reverse engineering of device devices, firmware and
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communication protocols; to exploit vulnerabilities at intervals, device code, software package,
or cryptographic algorithms [15].

2.3 Smartphones
The convergence between communication and computing of mobile consumer devices is
on the evolutionary path to bringing interoperability and tapping into the services and functions
of each industry. In this convergence process, the smartphone is a leading device that tops the
interface and plays the role of a global mobile terminal. As a marketing strategy, the term
smartphones has been introduced in the market. It has introduced a new category of mobile
phones that provide integrated services from telecommunications, computing, and mobile,
including voice, messaging, Personal Information Management (PIM) [18]. In fact, a
smartphone is a mobile phone with advanced features and functionality outside traditional
functions such as making phone calls and sending text messages. The smartphone is equipped
with the ability to view photos, play games, play videos, navigate, the built-in camera, play
audio, record, send and receive email, built-in applications for websites, web browsing, wireless
internet and much more. For the same reasons, the smartphone is now a popular choice for
consumers as well as business use, initially reserved for business users only [6]. Due to the
nature of everywhere and social acceptance, we can find the smartphone in educational
institutes, hospitals, public places, shopping malls and so on[18].

2.3.1 History of Smartphone’s
The smartphone has been on the market since 1993. The difference between today's
smartphone and former smartphones is that early smartphones were mostly intended for
corporate users and used as enterprise devices, and those phones were expensive for consumers
in general[28]. The era of smartphones is divided into three main stages:

The first phase was dedicated to institutions. During this phase, all smartphones targeted
businesses and had features and functions as per company requirements. This era began with the
advent of IBM's first smartphone Simon in 1993. BlackBerry is considered the revolutionary
device of the era, offering many features including email, Internet, fax, web browsing, and
camera. This phase was built entirely on institutions that target smartphones [29].
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The second phase of the smart phone era began with the advent of the iPhone, the leading
smartphone market in 2007. Apple unveiled its first smartphone in 2007. This was the time
when the industry first introduced the smartphone to the general consumer market [28]. At the
end of 2007, Google unveiled its Android operating system with the intention of approaching
the consumer smartphone market. The focus during this time period was to provide the features
required by the general consumer while at the same time maintaining cost in the lower side to
attract more and more customers. Feature such as e-mail, social site integration, audio/ video,
Internet access, chat along with the general features of the phone was part of these phones in
full [28-33].

The third phase of smartphones closed the gap mainly between the Central Smartphone
Center and the General Consumer Center and improve the quality of display and display
technology in addition to improving the mobile operating system and the introduction of more
powerful batteries and improve the user interface more features within these smart devices. This
logical phase began in 2008 with upgrades in the mobile operating system and over the past five
years, there have been many improvements in the Apple iOS, Android and Blackberry operating
system. The most popular mobile operating systems (iOS, Android, Blackberry OS, Windows
Mobile) and smartphone vendors (Apple, Samsung, HTC, Motorola, Nokia, LG, Sony, etc.)
offer features in operating systems and devices that will provide exciting corporate and
consumer benefits two years. The role of Android was great during this time period, providing a
great opportunity for all sellers to create devices using the great open source Android
technology [33].

2.3.2 Smartphone Growth / Usage
The adoption of smartphones has been phenomenal in consumer markets around the
world. Surveys show that 42% of mobile phone users in the US use smartphones, along with
44% of mobile users in 5 major EU countries (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the UK). The
use of media on mobile, including mobile web browsing, application access, and content
downloads, has increased significantly and exceeded 50% in many markets; this has introduced
high-speed networks and increased availability of Wi-Fi public in those areas.
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With the ability to communicate on the move and use the Internet and mobile phone
services, mobile users not only create real-time social networks on their smartphones at an
increasing rate but the frequency of access increases day by day [32]. UK telecom regulator
ofcom issued the following statistics as part of their study on the use of smartphones in the UK
only [32].

Figure 2.3Number of smartphone users worldwide from 2014 to 2020 (in billions) ] 33[

Figure 2.3 shows the acceleration in the use of smartphones in recent years, as we notice in the
past five years the number of users of smartphones by nearly one billion people, but this
indicates the importance of smartphones in the humans daily life.

2.4 Android System
Android operating system is one of the most widely used mobile Operating System these
days [35]. Android is an Operating System (OS) developed by the Open Handset Alliance
(OHA). In essence, Android operating systems are based on Linux 2.6 kernel [18]. Android
operating system is primarily designed for smartphones and tablets. Since Android is an open
source it has become the fastest growing mobile operating system. Due to its open nature, it has
become favorite for many consumers and developers. Moreover, software developers can easily
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modify and add an enhanced feature in it to meet the latest requirements of the mobile
technology [35]. Android users download more than 1.5 billion applications and games from
Google Play each month. Due to its powerful development framework users as well software
developers are able to create their own applications for a wide range of devices [36]. Some of
the key features of the Android operating system are: Application Framework, Dalvik virtual
machine, integrated browser, Optimized Graphics, SQLite, Media Support, GSM Technology,
Bluetooth, Edge, 3G, Wi-Fi, Camera, and GPS etc. [18]. To help the developers for better
software development Android provides Android Software development kit (SDK). It provides
Java programming Language for application development [35]. The Android software
development kit includes a debugger, libraries, a handset emulator based on Quick Emulator
)QEMU), documentation, sample code, and tutorials [30].

2.4.1 Android Architecture
Android is designed as a software stack that includes applications, operating
system, run-time environment, intermediate programs, services, and libraries. Each layer of the
stack, the corresponding elements in each layer are accurately integrated and carefully set to
provide an application development environment and optimized implementation of mobile
devices as in Figure 2.4 [31].
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Figure 2.4Android Operating System Architecture [30]

2.4.2 Linux kernel
It is placed at the bottom of the Android software package, where the Linux
Kernel provides a level of abstraction between devices and top layers of Android stack. Based
on version 2.6 of the Linux operating system, the kernel provides multi-tasking preventive
services such as memory, process, and power management, as well as providing the network
stack and device drivers for devices such as the device screen, Wi-Fi, and voice. It's important
to note that Android only uses a Linux kernel. That is, it is worth mentioning that the Linux
kernel was originally developed for use in traditional computers in the form of desktop
computers and servers. In fact, Linux is now widely deployed in sensitive enterprise server
environments. It is proof of the power of mobile devices today and the efficiency and
performance of the Linux kernel that is the software at the heart of the Android software
package [31].
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2.4.3 Android File System
YAFFS2 is similar in concept to YAFFS1, and shares a lot of the same code. The
YAFFS2 code base is based on YAFFS1 Data formats through backward compatibility. The
main the difference is that YAFFS2 needs to jump through big Hoops to meet the "write once"
requirements of the modern NAND flash. YAFFS2 marks each block newly written with the
serial number is growing erratically. The cut sequence of the mass can be deduced sequence
number and segment displacement within the block. Thus when YAFFS2 scans the flash and
detects multiple Pieces that have identical object IDs and segment numbers that is you can
choose what you use by taking a larger sequence number. For reasons of efficiency YAFFS2
also offers a concept Shrink headers. For example when the file size is changed to smaller size,
YAFFS1 will mark all affected parts as dirty - YAFFS2 cannot do this because of the "write
once" rule. YAFFS2 Instead write "shrink header", which indicates that some the number of
pages before this point is invalid. This is easy YAFFS2 rebuild the final status of the file system
when restores system. YAFFS2 uses a more simple definition of the NAND flash allowing it to
be used with a variety of flash pieces various geometry, rules dealing with bad block etc.
YAFFS2 Added support later for verification of the marking, which exceeds clear normal
mount, allowing very fast loading times. Hence, performance will vary[34].

2.5 Summary
. In this chapter, we have introduced the reader to the main issues of Digital Forensics. We
have given an introduction and identified the core concepts and principles of this field. We have
illustrated Digital Forensics and its aspects in depth. Also, we have covered some other subjects
concerning Digital Forensics. Furthermore, we have discussed Mobile Forensics. And then we
addressed to smartphones. Finally, we have covered Android System and its Architecture.
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Chapter 3
Related Works

Chapter 3
Related Works

This chapter provides background material and related work. We introduce and review
several kinds of literature and articles concerning Digital Forensics, Mobile Forensics,
Smartphones, and Android OS. Some forensic techniques are introduced as well.

3.1 Digital Forensics Based on Smartphone (Mobile Forensics)
Researchers presented a new way to get digital data from the hacker that will be
useful to digital investigators and court proceedings. This method of data acquisition provides
a better understanding of criminals who have misused mobile cybercrime devices [9].

The researchers documented in detail the methodology used to examine mobile
electronic devices for sensitive data for security investigations. The methodology included
tools (DCFLdd, IXimager, Guymager, TrueBack, EnCase), techniques and procedures for data
collection from a variety of common devices [6].

A role-playing experience based on Quick Response-based (QR-based) scenarios
was used to discover how mobile users respond to social engineering attacks on mobile devices.
The results of this experiment outline the method of forensic mobile-oriented investigation that
can facilitate the work of digital forensic investigators during data analysis of mobile devices.
Behavioral response to users can be affected by several aspects, such as rushing, smartphone
use, security, or simply awareness that QR codes may contain malicious software. Results
indicate that user rush is one of the key areas that identify common errors for mobile device
users. As a result, an investigation framework for mobile forensics has been proposed based on
the common inflection and errors of mobile device users. It can help criminal investigators
shorten the time spent investigating potential penetration scenarios [15].

The acquisition of internal data from a mobile device based on the Firefox operating
system and complete analysis to retrieve important evidence. The data acquisition process by
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using the Android Debug Bridge, and then identify important files that can be analyzed to get
correct results. Furthermore, showing how we used the Magnet AXIOM toolkit to restore
images, documents, audio files and web-related data from the acquired evidence. Showing how
tools such as qtadb, FTK imager and SQLite Forensics have helped us conduct criminal
investigations [13].

Researchers described a review of some of the previously used mobile forensic
investigation models and also compares the NIST guidelines for mobile phone newspapers with
other standard operating procedures and available models. Important stages of data acquisition,
as well as further investigation and use, have been identified in the new unified criminal
investigation model for mobile devices [18].

Mobile phone becomes difficult for a forensic investigator to examine the
evidence of a mobile phone. Proper knowledge of forensic tools and their characteristics is
required to gather relevant information. This paper discussed the characteristics of the mobile
device, the steps required for mobile criminal investigation and various tools for mobile
newspapers. The final section of the paper presented the experimental results of Mobiledit Lite
tools and Autopsy [27].

Digital forensics requires a detailed examination of devices such as computers, mobile
phones, sim cards, and tablets with digital evidence, regardless of whether the crime is large or
small. Among these devices, mobile phones take an important place in digital forensics due to
their widespread use by everyone. The importance of examining data called as evidence in
mobile phones has increased with advances in technology, operational capacity, storage
capacity and functionality. In the case of forensic medicine, mobile phones must be checked by
authorized persons and data obtained from the device must be brought to standards that can be
used sexually. Cell phones are evaluated and examined in terms of digital forensics. At the same
time, the data obtained from mobile phones was investigated through the application of the
sample [24].
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The popularity of mobile cloud computing is an opportunity for misuse and illegal
activities. Therefore, it is a difficult platform for digital forensic investigations because of the
lack of methodologies, tools and techniques. The aim of work was to analyze forensic tools
used mobile forensic extraction tools such as: XRY, Cellebrite, Oxygen, Zdziarski, and FTK.
And methodologies for investigating crime in a mobile cloud platform as they pose challenges
in proving evidence [17].
 The challenges facing digital forensics of Mobile phones have been addressed
such as: A smartphone is never just a smartphone, Data protection: passwords and encryption,
Prepaid “burner” phones, In addition, criminal investigators today are familiar with mobile
phones and understand the complexity of forensic mobile phone [16].
 Researchers developed a new approach to mobile forensic domain; the proposed
approach is based on meta modeling. This approach contributed to unifying the general
concepts of mobile forensics. Various benefits have also been provided, including simplifying
the investigation process, directing the investigation team, capturing and re-using forensic
specialists for knowledge, training support and knowledge management activities. In addition,
the complexity and ambiguity of mobile forensics has been reduced [62].
 Researchers developed

and implemented criminal programs for the Mac

operating system towards the iOS system that uses Objective-C and Shell Script. The
researchers made a logical acquisition through the forensic program using an open source
device to conduct a logical set of commands on the device to extract the log of calls, SMS,
images and contacts list [27].
 Researchers provided forensic analysis of the remaining artifacts on Android
devices through WhatsApp Messenger, the WhatsApp Instant Messaging client. They provided
a complete description of all the artifacts created by WhatsApp Messenger, discussed decoding
and interpret each one, and showed how they can be linked together to infer the different types
of information that cannot be obtained by looking at each of them in isolation [21].
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3.2 Digital Forensics Based on Android
The methodology is systematically collected and analyzed for Android devices,
which are, at the process level, device neutrality. Android devices may contain a lot of evidence
data that may be necessary for a Digital Forensic to investigate. However, the retrieval of this
data requires the practitioner to understand and use the techniques to analyze the information
collected from the device. The main contribution of this research is a set of in-depth evidence
and analysis of Digital Forensic [26].

Forensic analysts and security engineers have struggled for lack of knowledge and tools
to investigate Android devices. This book seeks to address problems not only by providing indepth insights into Android devices, software and file systems, but also by sharing forensic
techniques and subsequent analysis of these devices [38].

With a wide range of popular and less popular forensic tools and techniques available
today, this research aims to bring them together in a comparative study so that this paper serves
as a starting point for many Android users, future forensic investigators and investigators.
During the survey we conducted, they found a paucity of papers about tools for the criminal
evidence of Android. In this paper they analyzed the various tools and techniques used in
forensic robotics and ultimately scheduled results and results [20].

The author discussed how to obtain evidence and information from the application of
WhatsApp and similar applications. The focus was on the database file where it decrypts and
retrieves the required information [23].

Smartphones and tablets are becoming increasingly used, and a large part of these
devices come from Android. There is a great opportunity to use these devices to commit crimes
as well. While doing a Digital Forensic of digital devices that engage in crime needs special
tools and techniques to grab, access and analyze Android devices. This research highlights the
various methods available in the market in terms of logical acquisition, material acquisition and
analysis.
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3.3 Smartphones and Android system
Investigation how smartphones affect society, as well as how Smartphone transforms
culture and social life, the technology landscape and other diverse aspects of modern society.
Understanding all the positive and negative aspects of smartphones on the community. Focus on
the impact of smartphones on business, education, health sectors, human psychology and social
life [19].

Researchers analyzed eight popular Android smartphones and discovered that
stock phone images do not implement the permission model properly. Many unsigned
permissions are displayed unsafe for other applications that you do not need to dial for actual
use. To determine these permissions or leaked capabilities, they developed a tool called
Woodpecker. Their results with eight phone images show that out of the 13 premium licenses
tested so far, 11 have been leaked, with individual phones dropping to eight. By exploiting
them, an unreliable application can eliminate user data, send SMS messages, or record user
conversation on affected phones - all without asking for permission [39].

At present, smartphones serve as a Personal Assistant (PA) for most people and
provide basic services such as mobile Internet, geographic location and maps, multimedia
services, high-speed connectivity and much more. Today's younger generations are particularly
accepting smartphones as part of their lives. Smartphone applications (apps) are the heart of all
phones [34].

Smartphones now offer promise to collect behavioral data in an invisible way, on
site, and unfold in the context of everyday life. Data can be collected from onboard sensors and
other phone records embedded in smartphones ready for use at the moment. These data allow
for a continuous collection of social interactions (such as conversational, social group size, calls
and text messages), daily activities (e.g. physical activity and sleep), and patterns of mobility
(e.g., frequency and time spent on different sites). From the first wave of smartphone sensing
research to shed light on psychological research, provide practical considerations for designing
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smartphone studies, and discuss the ongoing methodological and ethical challenges associated
with research in this area [40].

Modern mobile devices (smartphones) have evolved rapidly, at the same time getting a
lot of attention due to the greatly improved hardware and software capabilities. However, this
proliferation has attracted the attention of aggressors who, among others, wish to access these
devices to steal or manipulate private information. This growing trend is also supported by the
high number of mobile malware. In fact, malware designed specifically for smartphones relies
on the lack of robust security mechanisms, allowing sensitive data to be displayed, information
leaked, and known services exploited [41].

Android OS is one of the most popular mobile operating systems these days. Android is
based on Linux kernel and developed by Google. Android is primarily designed for smartphones
and tablets. Because Android is an open source system, it has become the fastest growing mobile
operating system. Due to its open nature, it has become a favorite for many consumers and
developers. Furthermore, software developers can easily modify and add an enhanced feature to
meet the latest mobile technology requirements [36].

The Android platform allows developers to freely access and modify the source
code. But at the same time increases the security issue. The user is likely to download and install
malicious applications written by software hackers. Researchers focused on understanding and
analyzing gaps in the Android platform. They first examine the structure of the robot; analyze
existing threats and security vulnerabilities. They identified different mitigation techniques to
mitigate known vulnerabilities. Detailed analysis will help them identify the current gaps and
give strategic guidance to make the Android operating system more secure [32].

3.4 Mobile Forensic Techniques
Mobile Forensic techniques and in more technical methods of acquisition of data,
some studies mentioned only two methods (physical and logical), some mentioned three ways,
adding the method manually and another fourth method mentioned chip-off. We will talk in
some detail about each method. These techniques are generally used in digital forensics and not
just in the mobile part.
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3.4.1 Manual acquisition
Manual acquisition is an easy way to recover from mobile phone data. The investigator
uses a phone keypad to get phone content. The advantages of this method are that they are
simpler and do not require any training on how to recover the phone content. Works with all
phone models and does not require any cables to conduct data acquisition. The disadvantage of
this method is that it does not maintain the integrity of the evidence. Also, it does extract all data
on mobile phone such as deleted and hidden. Another disadvantage, if the device is off or
protected by a security key, cannot be verified manual acquisition performance [42].

3.4.2 Logical acquisition
Logical acquisition means retrieving objects in logical sections of mobile memory. Thus,
logical recovery does not retrieve data that is outside logical partitions, such as unallocated space
[42].
Most of the current methods used in digital forensics for mobile phones follow a logical
approach to data acquisition. This process is performed by establishing a connection between the
computer and the forensic computer using an Infrared connection, a Bluetooth connection, or a
cable. After that, a forensic investigator can use a set of AT commands to extract the potential
evidence elements identified from the mobile phone [42].
There are many legitimate software tools that are based on logical acquisition on data for
mobile phone using an AT command such as Oxygen Phone Manager, Paraben Cell Seizure and
TULP 2G [42].
There are many weaknesses in this way such as the inability to recover deleted files. This
is because this method can only access the logical partitions. Also, cannot work with physically
damaged phones. Besides, it cannot bypass the security lock of mobile phones [42].

3.4.3 Physical acquisition
The actual acquisition is obtained as copies of the entire physical memory locations of the
phone memory chip. There are some tools to do this type of data acquisition as follows: Flasher
box and Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) [42].
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3.4.4 Chip-off acquisition
The purpose of getting the chip off is to get an image of non-volatile internal memory.
First, the process takes place by unplug welding the nonvolatile memory of the PCB. Then, clean
the chip pins of the solder may be left from the back welding phase. Finally, read the memory
content using a chip reader [65].

3.5 Mobile Forensic Tools
There are some of tools using for mobile forensic exactly for android forensics, Smart
phones forensics tools are divided into software and hardware, software tools like:

3.5.1 Linux Memory Extractor (LiME)
LiME was introduced in 2012 by J. Sylve et al. [51]. It is an open-source legitimate tool
to get full volatile memory from Linux-enabled adapters, such as Android. LiME is based on a
new loaded kernel module, called Digital Micromirror Device (DMD), capable of accessing
memory pages in a legally sound manner. Supports memory dumping to SD on smartphone or
over network. The dmd module works as follows: Analyze the kernel structure to learn the actual
memory address ranges of the RAM system, translate the physical addresses to the default
addresses on each memory page, read all the memory pages and write them on SD from the TCP
socket. The LiME tool offers important features [52] only DMD module is needed to transfer it
to the target device for acquisition, and very few kernel functions are needed to dump the
memory, and the DMD unit requires a minimum amount of space, interaction with user. The
authors showed that about 99.46% of the pages were captured correctly over the TCP
connection, and 99.15% of the pages were correctly captured for the SD card. The proposed
module supports all Android devices, but is not a generic module. In addition, Watcher [53]
concluded that the LiME tool is useless for law enforcement forensics for several reasons: model
identification, Android version determination, lock screen, root exploitation, resource
availability, kernel configuration, and evidence erosion.

3.5.2 Android Physical Dump (APD)
APD was developed by S. Yang et al. in 2015. The tool relies on the analysis of firmware
update protocols for Android smartphones. Therefore, it acquires internal memory through the
Android update protocols for the Android boot loader. It supports the unloading of both partition
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and full memory. The format of the data obtained using APD is the raw data that can be analyzed
by forensic analysis tools for smartphones. The researchers proved that the proposed method
ensures the integrity of the acquired data. They showed that the APD acquired data at high
speed; it took about 30 minutes to get 32 GB of RAM, while UFED took an average 4PC UFED
120 minutes. APD can be executed despite the restriction because the screen is locked; by
turning off the phone and restarting it in firmware update mode instead of normal operating
mode. APD supports more than 80 of the latest Android models. However, the main
disadvantage of this method is that it requires analysis of the firmware update protocol whenever
new Android smartphones are launched [54].

3.5.3 ANDROPHSY
ANDROPHSY is an open source tool developed in 2015 by I. Akarawita et al. It is the
first open source tool to support all stages of the digital forensic process. The ANDROPHSY
architecture consists of four main modules: case handling, acquisition, analysis support, and
reporting unit. In the case of the processing unit, the archive creation functions are provided for a
particular case. In the acquisition unit, it provides physical and logical acquisition. In the analysis
unit, check and analyze the entire data that has been removed. The report module continues, a
report is created in PDF format. To use this tool, you have to install one text file and configure
the script separately. With a focus on physical acquisition in this tool, authors have used forensic
functions embedded in Linux and low-level Android such as Android Debug Bridge (ADB).
ADB commands are used to connect and communicate between your Android smartphone and
your USB workstation. ANDROPHSY exploits the kernel to gain access to the root, which
reduces data change. It provides user access control and case management for authentication and
privacy. The SD card is not used as a target for a group. Instead, the data is transferred over a
TCP connection [55].

3.5.4 Physical XRY
MSAB provides products for extraction, analysis and reporting. XRY physical tool
supports extracting internal memory and removable media without changing the target device. It
also allows users to create defragmentation values for memory image, as well as individual
decoding file. XRY recovers the raw data from the target smartphone by bypassing the operating
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system and provides an opportunity to further deepen and restore the deleted data from the target
smartphone. Physical extraction is separated into two distinct phases: the initial unloading phase,
where the initial data is retrieved from the smartphone, and the decoding stage, where the tool
can automatically rebuild the data in meaningful information. Data extracted through XAMN
Spotlight can be viewed [56].

3.5.5 MOBILedit! Forensic
MOBILedit! Forensic allows retrieval, search and display of all data, including data
deleted and stored on a smartphone with just a few clicks. This gadget is capable of supporting
all smart phones running Android and iOS. It is updated and upgraded with new features to
support more smartphones. The tool has changed the way this evidence is obtained and
submitted. It generates detailed forensic reports ready to be presented in the courtroom. The
report can be created in any language [57].

3.5.6 Oxegen Criminal Suite
Oxygen Forensic is one of the leading forensic tools that support a wide range of
smartphones. It is used by law enforcement, army, police department and other government
authorities, in more than 50 countries around the world. It enables investigators to make physical
acquisitions of Android smartphones, advanced testing, analysis of raw data and images of the
device extracted from the smartphone. It provides access to and full automated analysis of
supported smartphones. Get a 16GB smartphone in about 45 minutes. Provides a well-defined
report to the examiner summarizing the activities of the smartphones suite [58].

3.5.7 ViaExtract
ViaExtract is a physical and logical extraction tool created by ViaForensics. It provides
access to guided data, powerful analysis, and flexible reporting features for Android
smartphones. ViaExtract uses the Device Rooting Wizard to obtain root access for most
smartphones with a click of a button. This tool allows the examiner to detect the passcode to
extract data from internal and external storage. Provides a global search feature for greater speed
and ease of use. This feature allows the tester to search all types of content extracted in all
currently open acquisitions simultaneously. The ViaExtract application runs on many of the most
popular Android smartphones [29].
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3.5.8 Mobile Phone Examiner Plus (MPE +)
MPE + is a mobile device investigation tool that includes enhanced capabilities for
smartphone acquisition and analysis and supports a wide range of platforms and devices. It
allows examiners to collect data quickly and easily to identify and obtain. Such as DS, MPE +
can search through the memory dump of the smartphone to obtain critical evidence. Explorers
can get 30% more data from iOS and Android devices faster than any other device on the market.
MPE + includes powerful and distinct analysis tools. To perform an actual acquisition, you must
insert a blank SD card, temporarily holding the MPE + agent on a target smartphone. Use a tool
(for example SuperOneClick) to acquire Shell Root, which is not the full root [60] [61].

3.6 Summary
This chapter has summarized the literature related to Digital Forensics in general, Mobile
Forensics, and literature related to smartphones and the Android system in particular.
Analysis of the literature as it relates to Mobile Forensics has led to the hypothesis that
digital forensics tools would applied in wide way for smartphones.
The following chapter describes the proposed system for the use of digital forensics
techniques and tools for Android-based smartphones.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Work and Methodology 
In this chapter, we present our proposed smartphone forensics model based on Android
system by using digital forensics techniques manual and logical. The manual and logical
techniques are discussed in this chapter. This chapter organized into three sections. Section 4.1
presents a general view of smartphone forensics techniques. In Section 4.2, we listed some of the
tools that used in smartphone forensics. In section 4.3, we present our proposed model. The last
section summarized the chapter.
4.1 Proposed Model

Figure 4. 1 The overall methodology of proposed model

In our proposed model, digital forensic techniques were used. We followed the manual
technique to start accessing the files and routine operation of the device, even with the process of
connecting the smartphone to the computer. This stage is called data collection. After that, we
moved on to the other stage, data processing. At this stage, logical technology was followed
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according to the principles of digital criminal research, and here we developed a tool through
which the manual will be produced to the competent authorities in the form of a final report.
4.1.1 Data Collection
The data collection technique does not need tools to extract evidence just to get a
smartphone, and we have obtained the file required to be tested later using logical technology.
The files either list of contacts or messages etc. are stored in the structure query language-Lite
SQLite database file. Where SQLite is a relational database management system contained in a
C programming library. In contrast to many other database management systems, SQLite is not
a client-server database engine. Rather, it is embedded in the end program [43].
This technique consists of three steps. First, we connect the smartphone to a computer.
As is known, the connection between the phone and computer is done in several ways and
means through the USB connection, which was actually used in our experience, Wi-Fi, or via
Bluetooth, but in the subject of digital Forensics the most secure and to keep data from
tampering is to use the USB connection.
Connection steps:
1. Locate your phone's USB cable.

2. Make sure your phone and computer are turned on.
3. Wait for your computer to recognize your phone.
4. Review your device options.
5. Click the option most relevant to you.

Second, access to the files required and stored on the smartphone, and under the
system of Android security, it is difficult to get files easily so it was necessary to do the
root process, which means granting access to the files of the Android system.
We do this to access database files for callers, text messages or even call records. In
addition, we have access to the database of some social networking applications such as
WhatsApp and Messenger.
There are many tools to make root for Android smartphone, some of it as android
applications, and other pc application, in our experiments, we used PC-desktop
application to accomplish the root procedure
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Rooting smartphone with pc:


Free download and install the Android root tool (PC Version).



Double-click the desktop icon of Android Root tool and launch it.



Plug your Android device into your computer via USB cable.



Enable USB Debugging mode on your Android device.



Read notifications carefully before rooting your device.

Finally, the intended file is stored on computer for use in the next phase.

connect the
smartphone to a
computer

the root process

Stored file on
computer 

Figure 4. 2 Steps of Data collection Technique

4.1.2 Data Processing
After the process of data collection and then stored on the computer, as we said earlier,
the Android system saves the information of the device or any application installed on the
smartphone in the form of a local database of the type of SQLite, so we developed a tool to read
the database file to enable Read the content of the file and get the evidence. This technique we
called it data processing.
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From the previous phase the database file was stored on the computer, through the tool
that was developed we open the file and then the tool displays all the tables of the database the
table is selected to browse the required data stored in the table.
It is appropriate to mention that some applications encrypt the database file for safety and
maintain confidentiality and privacy, including but not limited to the application of the famous
WhatsApp where it encrypts the chat databases using the AES algorithm. This is one of the
difficulties encountered during the application phase.
Finally, at this phase of the proposed model, we come to write the final report of the
results we have come from the steps of the digital Forensics of the smartphone and write down
what we have obtained data that may be an evidence that leads us to reality.

4.2 Methodology
To accomplish the objectives of the research, the methodology of this research
consist of the following steps:
Step 1: Formulate a Research Problem
The research problem was formulated in the initial stage of the research study for
the thesis. The main objective of the research was proposing a method for data
acquisition by using digital forensics techniques as manual technique and logical
technique. The research problem was thought of as a security challenge and the
researcher started to analyze what would be the best model developed for such a
challenge. The main output of this phase was the identification of the research challenge.
Step 2: Conceptualizing, and the Research Design
During this phase, the researcher studied and reviewed the literature that explains the
current digital forensics and digital forensics for the intelligent investigation model that
handles the various activities carried out in the field of digital investigation, and analyzed
different types of models. The researcher searched models, theories, journals, and
previous research that dealt with factors such as digital attacks and security threats that
may have a direct or indirect impact on changing the integrity of digital evidence. And
the process of obtaining evidence from the smartphone. The theoretical framework
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related to smartphones and the forensic process in general, and in particular forensics for
smartphones, was written. Literature and models reviewed are explicitly explained in
Chapter 3. The literature review led to different ideas on how to proceed with building
the new paradigm. It revealed many of the key requirements that the new model would
need to integrate to be as comprehensive as the relationship between security mechanisms
and guidelines and the need to preserve digital evidence when conducting a digital
investigation. Current models and frameworks have proven to address one or two aspects
of information security, not all that is required in the area of digital investigation.
Step 3: Developing the Model

This step of the research focused on the design of a proposed model for obtaining
data and evidence. The model was conceived and drawn, and then the final image of the
model was submitted to be applied and obtained results.

Step 4: The Implementation of Model
At this step, the proposed model was implemented using the tools mentioned in this
chapter of the thesis and then testing and verifying the results. The obtained results will
be discussed in chapter 5

Step 5: Writing the Research Document
The search document was written in parallel with each step of the search process. The
structure of the research document is explained in chapter 1 as introduction, chapter 2
covering the framework of theory, chapter 3 literature reviews, chapter 4 proposed model
structure, chapter 5 interpretation of each layer in the proposed model, and experimental
results.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter has summarized the Mobile Forensic Techniques, Mobile Forensic Tools,
and our proposed model for android forensics. In addition, we discussed the Methodology of
research. In the next chapter, the experimental results of the proposed model are discussed.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this chapter, the experimental results of the proposed smartphone forensics model are
presented and discussed. It introduces the hardware environment and the tools used in our
research. 
5.1 Experiments Setup
This section describes the experiments environment and tools used to measure the
performance of our model, which consists of two techniques, data collection technique,
and data processing technique.
The experiments were conducted on a laptop with Intel® Core™ i5-7200U
CPU@ 2.50GHz 2.70GHz processor and with 8GB RAM. To implement and simulate
our model, special programs and tools were used, such as:


Visual Studio 2012:

Is an IDE from Microsoft. It is used to develop computer programs, as well as
websites, web applications, web services, and mobile applications. Visual Studio uses
platforms for developing Microsoft programs such as Windows API, Windows
Forms, Windows Presentation Foundation, Windows Store, and Microsoft Silverlight.
It can produce both native codes and managed code [44].
Visual Studio supports 36 different programming languages and allows the code
editor and debugger to support (almost to varying degrees) any programming
language, provided that a language-specific service exists. The built-in languages
include C, C ++, C ++ / CLI, Visual Basic .NET, C #, F #, JavaScript, Typescript,
XML, XSLT, HTML, and CSS. Other language support such as Python, Ruby,
Node.js, and M are available through plug-ins. Java (and J #) has been supported in
the past [44].
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C# Language:
C # is a multi-language programming language that includes powerful,
imperative, descriptive, functional, general, object-oriented (class-based) writing and
component-oriented programming approaches. It was developed in 2000 by Microsoft
under its .NET initiative and later adopted as a standard by Ecma (ECMA-334) and
ISO (ISO / IEC 23270: 2006). C # is a programming language that is designed for the
public language infrastructure [45].
C # is a general-purpose programming language. Led by its development team
Anders Hegelberg. The latest version is C # 7.3, released in 2018 along with Visual
Studio version 2017 15.7.2[45].



Sqlite3 DLL:
The extension, DLL (dynamic link library), is traditionally used on MS Windows
operating systems.
SQLite DLL is a library of codes to deal with the databases of the type of SQLite,
called in the Visual Studio and then use the classes located within it.



Genymotion:
Genymotion is an easy-to-use Android simulator designed to help application
developers test their products in a secure virtual environment. You'll now be able to
run a simulated Android environment, where you can test what you need, as if it were
running on a physical device [50].

5.2 Experiment Cases and Results
In this section, we apply the smartphone forensics model, which consists of data
collection technique and data processing technique, with review the results of each
technique. Our model was applied on real smartphone and genymotion as virtual
environment to simulate and implement our model, but we show results of virtual
environment because in reality we face some difficulties to access files through rooting,
because root software not free. So our experiments in virtual environment but on real
data.
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We will review the results in two stages, the first is the results of data collection
technique, and second data processing technique results:
5.2.1

Experiments and Results of data collection
We discuss the result of data collection, and display the result of each step in this

technique as follows:
1. The results of Android Debugging Bridge (ADB) other meaning rooting for
android smartphone to access files.
2. Store targeted database files on PC.
To implement technique in reality we connect smartphone with PC through USB
cable and check the connection is succeeded. Then we use rooting software to access files.
In virtual we use genemotion to emulate smartphone, after running it, we make rooting by
Android studio.

Figure 5. 2 Genemotion interface

Figure 5. 1 Virtual Device interface
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As shown in the previous figure genemotion interface, we select the virtual device and
then press the Start button. Figure 5.2 shows the virtual device interface. Figure 5.3 shows
applications on device.

Figure 5. 3 Applications on device

After running virtual device, we run Android studio to make root to this device
and access files for its device. Figure 5.4 shows steps to choose device file explorer.

Figure 5. 4 Android studio - Device File Explorer 1
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Figure 5. 5 Device File Explorer 2 (root step)

Figure 5.5 shows all files stored in device, to access database files for any applications on
smartphone whether real or virtual you can find it at: data/data/package name/databases, for
example WhatsApp application : data/data/com.whatsapp/databases, see figure 5.6.

Figure 5. 6 data/data/com.whatsapp/databases

In a real environment, using a Samsung J7 smartphone, it was root using the King Root
software as described in the following figures.
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Figure 5. 7 King root software interface

As in figure 5.7, we pressed Root button to start root process.

Figure 5. 8 root process starting
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We then stored the required database, which will be scanned later, stored in a folder we
created under the name of Forensics Databases, see figure 5.9.

Figure 5. 9 Forensics Databases Folder

5.2.2 Experiments and Results of data processing
We apply and discuss the second technique in our model, the data processing results are
displayed and discussed for each step.
To implement this technique, we used the tool we developed to read the local database
files. After selecting the database, the data in the tables are reviewed. We also provided a feature
to search something inside the database data and display a final report to extract an evidence.
We mentioned earlier in the previous stage that the database is stored in forensics
databases folder, and when clicking the browse button, the databases inside the folder are
displayed to select the one to work on.
Our tool has been designed in the form of digital forensics. In the main interface, you will
find instructions for connecting your phone to your computer. After completing required, you
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can go to the next interface to execute other instructions, and so on until we reach the final
report.
The main interface as shown in Figure 5.10, Contains a side list to navigate between the
stages to complete the process of extracting the guide to the final report.

Figure 5. 10 Main Interface of Android Forensics Extractor Tool

Figure 5.10 is the first step, which we connect smartphone through USB cable with pc, in
virtual, emulator is already connecting. After making sure that this step is successful, we go to
the next step through, which we can access the required files.
Figure 5.11 the second step, to root or ADB smartphone in real we use king-root
software.
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Figure 5. 11 Smartphone Roooting step

The former figures (1 and 2) represents the stage of data collection. After accessing the
files and storing them on the computer we now come to the data processing stage and work on
the database available to extract the evidence if found.

Figure 5. 12 Choosing Database step
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The following figure shows the process of selecting a database. It contains a list of
databases that have been saved in the private folder. Once you select the database from the list
and then press the call button, if the communication succeeds, a message will appear for you,
You will be ready to move to the next stage and deal with the database. Figure 5.12 and figure
5.13 illustrate what we explained.

Figure 5. 13 Database showing & evidence extracting

Figure 5. 14 connecting message appear
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Figure 5.14, In this interface, there are some buttons and two lists. When you click to
show the database that has been connected from the previous interface, all the tables are
displayed in the list on the right and we select a table to press it twice to show its data in the list
on the left.
In the following table, we present some of the evidence we have dealt with.
File

purpose

Contacts.db

Contains all contact data stored on the device

Thread.db

A database for Facebook Messenger

whatsappmsgstore.db

A database for WhatsApp Messenger

calllog.db

A database of contacts made or received on the
device

Sms.db

A database of sms sent or received on the device
Table 1 Some of databases extracted

Here in figure 5.15, the data for the contact database will appear completely. After
connecting to the database, we select the data table to show all the contact data.

Figure 5. 15 Showing data of Contact.db/data table
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We take another example of the WhatsApp database, as shown in figure 5.16. There is a table
called Messages contains a data field.

Figure 5. 16 Showing data of WhatsApp

The figure 5.17 shows a tool for displaying WhatsApp conversations more clearly by
pressing the forensics button. But to clarify we do not deal with deleted files we aim to achieve
acquisition phase, maybe in the future, we look at how to restore deleted files.
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Figure 5. 17 Whatsapp viewer tool main interface

The figure 5.18 shows conversations that include pictures and text as appearing in
WhatsApp messenger.

Figure 5. 18 whatsApp viewer View conversations
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Finally, we created a simple form to display a report. The user searches for a word in the
context of the conversation. If it is found, the form shows the number of times it appears and
where it appears in the conversation. The report can then be printed, in the next two figures.

Figure 5. 19 Report main interface

Figure 5. 20 Result of searching
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Figure 5. 21 printed report

Figure 5.21 shows the format of the report when printing, in the future, which will be
improved for research purposes

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented and analyzed the experimented results. In addition,
we explained the experimental environment, and the tools used in our thesis. Also, we
presented the experimental results of our proposed model which consists of two stages
first was data collection and data processing, This model has tried hard to get the best
results for the acquisition phase.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we discuss the subject of digital forensics for smartphone Android-based.
This research has proven the importance of using modern technologies, determining the
importance of digital forensics to provide a solution that identifies the suspect correctly, as well
as the solution that contributes to a good security level and as a measure of the integrity of digital
evidence.
The research reflects the importance of digital forensics for digital devices in general and
for smartphones in particular so that these devices are widely distributed in people's lifes and
people rely on them to accomplish their daily tasks more than ever before which led to hackers
and vulnerable people to commit cybercrimes. Hence, the presence of digital forensics is an
urgent necessity to uncover the truth of the cybercrime committed.
The research identifies types of digital forensics, learn about digital forensics for
smartphones in more detail, the stages of the digital forensic process, the techniques used, in
addition to identifying some of the tools currently used in this field.
We have proposed a two-stage model. The first stage is the data collection process, which
is based on the manual technique in the digital forensic process, where the required data is
obtained from the smartphone and stored on the computer. And second, the data processing
stage, which was based on the logical technique used in digital forensics. Here, a tool was
developed to read the contents of the file that was stored on the computer and to track the data
inside the file.
We tested the proposed model through the application on several files obtained from a
smartphone, some of these files were the contacts of the phone concerned and files for some
social networking applications such as WhatsApp and Facebook, and the results are good despite
the existence of some obstacles such as encryption of some files, one database as well as the
process of obtaining a license to enter the smartphone files so-called root process it needs for
paid applications.
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There are several directions for improvement and future investigation. Our work can be
extended to cover the overall process of digital forensic, not just the data acquisition process. In
addition to the development of the tool used to make root process and communicate with the
smartphone in several ways, and recover deleted files. And also applied to other phones under
other platforms such as IOS and Windows Phone.
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